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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Good morning, my name is Jordan, and I will be your conference operator today. At this time I would like to welcome everyone to Pentair's acquisition
of ERICO conference call.

(Operator Instructions)

Vice President of Investor Relations and Strategic Planning, Jim Lucas, you may begin your conference.

Jim Lucas - Pentair plc - VP of IR and Strategic Planning

Thanks Jordan, and welcome to Pentair's call to discuss this morning's announcement of the acquisition of ERICO, we're glad you could join us. I'm
Jim Lucas, Vice President of Investor Relations and Strategic Planning and with me today is Randy Hogan, our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
and John Stauch, our Chief Financial Officer. On today's call we will provide details on today's announced acquisition as outlined in this morning's
release.

Before we begin, let me remind you that any statements made about the Company's anticipated financial results are forward-looking statements
subject to future risks and uncertainties, such as the risks outlined in Pentair's most recent 10-K and today's release. Forward-looking statements
included herein are made as of today and the Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly such statements to reflect subsequent events
or circumstances. Actual results could differ materially from anticipated results.

Today's webcast is accompanied by a presentation which can be found in the investor section of Pentair's website. We will reference these slides
throughout our prepared remarks. Any references to non-GAAP financials are reconciled in the appendix of the presentation. We will be sure to
reserve time for questions and answers after our prepared remarks. I will now turn the call over to Randy.
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Thanks Jim and good morning everyone. As we highlighted during our second-quarter earnings call last month we've been actively building our
acquisition funnel for our two high-performing segments: Water Quality Systems and Technical Solutions. Today we're excited to announce what
we believe is a very strategic and financially compelling bolt-on acquisition within Technical Solutions. We've signed a definitive agreement to
acquire ERICO, a leading manufacturer of highly engineered electrical and fastening products that complements our Equipment Protection business
within Technical Solutions. ERICO has revenue of almost $600 million and is very profitable with strong cash flows. The total transaction price is
$1.8 billion, or approximately 12 times 2015 expected EBITDA. On factory and full run rate synergies that we expect by the end of 2016, the multiple
paid is closer to 10 times.

ERICO meets all five of our acquisition criteria and we're very excited to have ERICO become a part of Pentair. We expect ERICO to be over $0.40
per share accretive to adjusted EPS in 2016, and will be funded 100% with new debt. We believe ERICO represents the type of growth oriented
acquisition that we're targeting our higher performing segments. We've shown with the Tyco Flow acquisition that the Pentair Integrated Management
System is a proven integration play book. Particularly with the Thermal business within Technical Solutions. And we plan to execute it once again.

Now let's turn to slide 4 for a more detailed look at ERICO. ERICO is a premier engineered electrical and fasting products provider with a long,
successful history in leading brands well-known by end-users and distributors, with an electrical, mechanical and civil applications. Its brands
include ERICO, CADDY, and LENTON. ERICO will expand Technical Solutions' presence into the faster growing Commercial space, as well as the
Industrial space. ERICO's broad product portfolio also strengthens Technical Solutions' focus on physical protection for critical applications by
electrical customers. Further, the expanded product offering will allow Technical Solutions to provide broader solutions to our target end-users,
including building electrical installers, electrical control panel manufacturers, electrical heat trace designers and electronics design engineers. The
complementary nature of the products, geographies, distribution channels and sectors served -- helps ensure that they should be minimal in
disruption to customers and whatever changes there are. We expect that synergies will come mainly through the application of lean and back
office standardization.

Now let's turn to slide 5 for a closer look at ERICO's brands and solutions. ERICO has three leading brands that are known throughout the world by
end-users and electrical distributors. The ERICO brand represents nearly half of ERICO's revenue and is a leader in copper bonding and grounding
equipment used by electricians, panel builders, energy contractors and lightning protection installers. Examples of products include surge protection
devices, power blocks and ground bars. CADDY is another strong brand and represents roughly 40% of the sales. Examples of products include
braking systems and other fastening and support products for electrical cables, pipes, lighting and HVAC equipment. CADDY products are used
by electricians, telecom installers and HVAC contractors. The third brand in the portfolio is LENTON, which comprises roughly 15% of ERICO's
revenue. LENTON is a leader in rebar coupling systems used in civil applications. The primary end-users for our steel fabricators and construction
contractors. All three brands are well known within the electrical and construction industries and the focus on the faster growing Commercial
vertical will help broaden Pentair's presence in important electrical solutions. In addition to providing more breadth to our sales and Technical
Solutions, this also brings more balance to the overall Pentair vertical sales mix.

Now let's turn to slide 6 for a look at how ERICO fits our five acquisition criteria. When looking at any acquisition, whether it's strategic bolt-on or
a transformational deal, we have a disciplined process to test five questions. We always start with the deal strategic logic. ERICO fits our long-term
strategy of Technical Solutions to provide high-value differentiated solutions. In fact, ERICO's been on the segment's road map for well over a
decade. Next, we look at whether the deal makes financial sense. ERICO's ten year revenue compounded average low rate of 4%, and EBITDA
growth rate of 10%, demonstrates its proven growth track record. We expect that it'll be highly accretive on an adjusted EPS basis in 2016, which
John will walk through in more detail shortly. Are we the right buyer? This is an important question we ask on any transaction because while a
company may make sense strategically, and make sense financially, we firmly believe that culture is the key to making any integration successful.
The ERICO product portfolio is very complementary to Technical Solutions, but as important is that the culture at ERICO is also complementary and
we look forward to welcoming than to the Pentair family.

Finally, we look at the integration plan and who will execute it. We've used PIMS successfully to integrate acquisitions and we have a detailed plan
around back office standardization. The Technical Solutions leadership team has a proven track record of high performance and will be leading
the integration. With all five acquisition criteria met, we look forward to completing this transaction, building upon a successful track record at
ERICO, and expanding the capabilities in our high-performing Technical Solutions segment.
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Now let's turn to slide 7 for additional details on the strategic rationale for the ERICO acquisition. ERICO not only expands Technical Solutions'
presence in the Commercial and Industrial spaces, it also creates opportunities to provide broader solutions to our end-users. We expect the
synergies we're targeting to come primarily from back office standardization, sourcing, and distribution consolidation. We also expect revenue
synergies over time as we're able to demonstrate the expanded solutions to our end-users. But we're looking at that as upside, not putting those
numbers into our forecast yet.

With that, I will turn the call over to John to provide additional color on the financial details of the acquisition. John?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Thank you Randy. Please turn to slide number 8, titled 2015 current outlook. ERICO's financial performance has been very strong over its history
and since 2005 it has delivered a top line CAGR of over 4%, and an EBITDA compound average growth rate of over 10%. Forecasted 2015 EBITDA
is $150 million and we're expecting the base business before synergies to be greater than $160 million of EBITDA in 2016. We will be financing the
acquisition with all debt and anticipate the total interest cost to be around 3.3% to 3.5%. We are targeting synergies of roughly 3% of sales and
expect our proven track record of sourcing and PIMS to help drive nearly $18 million of combined synergies between ERICO and Technical Solutions
by the end of 2018 with $10 million of synergies expected in 2016.

Please turn to slide number 9, labeled 2015 adjusted EPS outlook. This slide starts on the left with our expected 2016 EBITA for ERICO, inclusive of
expected synergies and the cost to obtain them. We then reduce this amount by the estimated incremental amortization expected to reach a
targeted operating income of $120 million. Expected incremental interest and taxes reduced $120 million by about $75 million, we then take the
$45 million of amortization and reduce it by the expected tax benefit to add back the $35 million to get an adjusted net income, and then divide
that by about 183 million shares outstanding to achieve the greater than $0.40 of EPS we're expecting.

Please turn to slide number 10, labeled balance sheet and cash flow. In summary, this is a very difficult -- a very attractive deal both strategically
and financially that will become part of our historically high-performing segments. We have a lot of confidence in both the team within ERICO as
well as the capability in our Technical Solutions team to successfully integrate this acquisition. Jordan can you please open the line for questions?
Thank you.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

(Operator Instructions)

Deane Dray, RBC

Deane Dray - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst

Thank you, good morning, everyone. Maybe we could start with some color on how the deal came together. Randy, I was interested in hearing
you say that ERICO has been on your radar screen for 10 years. So maybe why now is the question and was this an auction?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Yes, it has been -- it's over a decade. You recall, a long time ago I used to run Technical, well we called it Enclosures then, so. When we built our
road map in terms of expanding the Hoffman line into more value to those common customers, we'd always see ERICO, you'd see CADDY, and so
it was always on the road map of multiple different options on the M&A side. So it has been on our road map for a long time. It's privately held.
And controlled by the management. It has changed hands a number of times with some financial investor's help, but it was still always controlled
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by management. And so we, I guess you could say we made sure we were hanging around the hoop. It was not an auction. It was a negotiated
deal.

I think the cultural fit of Pentair and our approach to building win-win deals was, I think, important to them. And so we're delighted to be able to
add this to Technical Solutions, and you're very familiar with the Hoffman brand, these are brands of similar preference. And it's going to allow us
to be even more intimate. In particular they have really good end-user intimacy, a lot of their innovations are because they are looking for ways to
improve the productivity of the installer. And that's going to help us with the intimacy and help us with the innovation, I think even in the Hoffman
line. But again we haven't used any revenue synergies in this.

Deane Dray - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst

Got that. And then the 3% assumption on targeted synergies looks reasonable. Maybe you can comment, either you or John, on the pace of
synergies and perhaps where are the ERICO facilities on the lean spectrum.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Let me -- I'll make a couple of comments and then John can talk about the pacing of the synergies. Our view during due diligence shows that we
together will definitely find some sourcing synergies. They buy very similar material, raw materials to the rest of Pentair and we have a very good
disciplines on sourcing, I think as good as any other industrial. So we expect some benefits there. We expect some benefits in distribution. They
have factories in Europe, the United States and China. We believe that they are very well run, they use lean disciplines, they even use strategy
deployment in terms of setting priorities, they don't call it strategy deployment like we do but it is a very similar alignment process to focus on the
critical few things to drive forward to grow. Whether it's geographically or whether it's a new product innovation. So that they execute at a very
high level.

We still think there are some opportunities for lean in the factories. But it's really, there's no plank consolidations thought about at all. Although
we do have some distribution capability to take a look at. That we could do more efficiently, we believe.

The rest is back office. Standardization, you know we have a very high-performing finance team and a very high -- some well established standard
processes we use. That we think will be beneficial. John, you can talk a little bit more about that and also the timing.

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Yes, Dean. So as we said, we're expecting $10 million of the synergies on the net basis to be realized in 2016, and $18 million to be realized in 2018
and about 75% of the $18 million to be realized in 2017. I think Randy put all the color forward, right now we think that together we're going to
be able to look at synergies across the entire Technical Solutions $2.3 billion, and there's a lot of best practices and a lot of great people in ERICO.
We expect to utilize those great people across the rest of our platforms and utilize a lot of the go to market strategies. And we're very confident
that the expectations that we set out are reasonable, looking at it from where we've looked at it.

Deane Dray - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst

And great. Just last question for me and this, and I brought this question up on your earnings call, Randy, and this relates to that third of your five
strategic acquisition criteria. Is Pentair the right buyer? So there are pure play, electrical product companies like Eton and Hubble out there that
might have been a more synergistic fit. And then related to this, you have an activist who was very vocal about looking for Pentair to be a consolidator
in pumps and valves. So how do you address those potentially conflicting priorities within Pentair's growth by acquisition strategy?
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Sure. Let me start with your first question which is were there other players. I think if there had been an auction, there would have been other
players, and you've named some that I would've expected to show up at the auction. It's why we try to find win-win deals with potential sellers
before, because we make one -- it's always better to find a win-win deal than to go to auction and then you basically are just looking for the way
to pay the most money and they were -- it was important for them to find the right company fit. And they know us too. I think culture makes us a
great fit for them. A great fit for them. And you think this platform has gone from being $700 milliion,18 years ago, to now over $2 billion. It's gone
from 9% profitability to 20% profitability over that time period. It is a very attractive platform for us to grow and we certainly have the size to be
viable. So I see this as very consistent with becoming a platform company and growing. I won't comment about any specifics with any specific
shareholders, but I don't think this precludes us from continuing to look at consolidating and growing in our other platforms, our other segments,
excuse me. So let me leave it at that.

Deane Dray - RBC Capital Markets - Analyst

Sure. Thank you and congratulations.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Thanks.

Operator

Steve Tusa, JPMorgan.

Steve Tusa - JPMorgan - Analyst

What has pricing been like for this company historically? It seems like there's a decent amount of metal content in these projects, just curious.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

They're very highly specked, most of their products are very highly specked, very unique solutions that are extraordinarily high value. And the
productivity provides to installers makes things even more price resilient than our Hoffman product lines.

Steve Tusa - JPMorgan - Analyst

You mean like a percent a year or something like that?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

I don't have the specific on that John do you?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Yes it's a little over a percent a year.
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

And then also very sticky in terms of through the cycle of sales, are quite sticky.

Steve Tusa - JPMorgan - Analyst

And then what is the biggest end market, just percentage-wise, it seems like construction is an element here what --?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

The commercial side of construction.

Steve Tusa - JPMorgan - Analyst

Okay got it. And as far as the balance sheet is concerned, buy back, does this mean obviously no buybacks near-term, how do we think about 2016
from a buyback perspective?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

We'll be suspending the buyback in 2016, Steve.

Steve Tusa - JPMorgan - Analyst

Okay great. Thanks a lot.

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Thank you.

Operator

Josh Pokrzywinski, Buckingham Research Group

Josh Pokrzywinski - Buckingham Research Group - Analyst

Just to follow up on Steve's question so we're clear, are you suspending the buyback in the second half of this year as well?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Correct.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

We'd already completed our year. Our target was we have authority approved and we had a pacing for it. We've already completed what we
intended to do this year.
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Josh Pokrzywinski - Buckingham Research Group - Analyst

Got you. Okay. And then just on the synergy , clearly you guys have been able to overdrive on synergies over time, $18 million doesn't really seem
like a very big number, especially going out to 2018. If I had to think about the big buckets here, sourcing in $6 million seems like a pretty small
one, especially since -- it sounds like common product that you're within for the Hoffman business as it is, is that the biggest opportunity for upside?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Probably. But you know we try to be prudent about how we planned these so we don't have -- there's always things that come that you don't
expect, so you try to make sure that you don't basically count on all the good news, because there's probably something that will surprise you on
the negative side, so I think it's just prudent. We don't really see sales force consolidation, we don't see factory consolidation. So we think 3% is a
good going in target.

Josh Pokrzywinski - Buckingham Research Group - Analyst

Got you. And then on that same point, since we have been in a rockier environment here lately, can you talk about how their year has gone so far?
I think depending on who you talk to in the world, March was either good or bad, June and July has been either good to flat, maybe just some
understanding of where they might look like in the stocking cycle and distributors and how some of this dislocation in the broader space has
impacted them or not?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Well I'll just say that we, our due diligence made us very comfortable with that $150 million of forecast EBITDA for 2015, and I guess I'd leave it at
that. John would you add anything to that?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

No. I'd say that they also, Josh, we're into the Residential, I'm sorry, the Commercial building space here which is an area that's held up pretty well.
They do call in the end-user and they do have a specified products that Randy mentioned. And so on a trailing 12 months May through July, they
are nearly at the $150 million as well. So I mean we looked at it both ways, on how they performed on a trailing 12 month and then how are they
doing against the forecast. As Randy said, we feel very good about their forecast.

Josh Pokrzywinski - Buckingham Research Group - Analyst

Got you, but they are growing sales year to date?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Absent impact of foreign exchange, yes they are.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

On a core business.
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John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Slightly up when given the impact of foreign exchange.

Josh Pokrzywinski - Buckingham Research Group - Analyst

Perfect. Thank you.

Operator

Scott Graham, Jefferies.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

Congratulations. I really don't have any questions about the fit, this looks like it slots very nicely next to the enclosures business. I do have a couple
questions about the EPS impact, John if you don't mind. On the first bar, the $165 would you mind telling us what the costs to obtain are?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Yes. So these are integration costs and could be things like one-time payments for IT software, it could be the cost to have to move things around.
These are the pay-as-you-go costs that get put into the P&L to obtain the synergy. So if you look at the previous slide we were talking about $160
of EBITDA, and then you add $10 million of synergies, you can assume we're adding back about 50% of the cost to obtain those $10 million.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

Okay I got you on that math there. I guess the one point of confusion I had there was that wasn't that an EBITDA number on the previous page, so
would you mind telling me what the --

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Oh, I'm sorry, you're right, $6 million of depreciation, Scott.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

$6 million depreciation. Okay. (multiple speakers) Understood. And then further on this chart, could you tell us the tax rate that you're using, is the
corporate tax rate?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

That's correct. So it's our Pentair expected tax rate, which as you know, we've been driving about a point of benefit per year into that tax rate.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

Right. And the last question is on the after-tax amortization add back, the $35 million, that is consistent with your new cash EPS, adjusted EPS
format that you're using?
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John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

That is correct.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

So the adjusted EPS impact on a GAAP basis is about $0.20 to $0.25 a share, is that correct?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Correct.

Scott Graham - Jefferies LLC - Analyst

Thanks guys. Congratulations.

Operator

Jon Wright, Nomura.

Jon Wright - Nomura Securities Intl - Analyst

Just looking at the ERICO marketing performance over the last 10 years, has been very strong. I was wondering if maybe you could parse out the
SG&A and gross margin progression over that time, and just where we are in terms of gross margin and SG&A now?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

So if we go back we've seen gross margin expand about 10 points. And there has been, even though there's been a slight benefit to the G&A, they
still continue to vest in the Commercial side, in the front end. So there's a selling and Commercial capability here. And it's significant investment
into the marketing and the Commercial side. They do spend a fair amount of time also specifying their products, looking at the technical specs of
the end-users. And so there's a growth investment and then there's been a good pragmatic cost conscious effort in this business.

Jon Wright - Nomura Securities Intl - Analyst

Okay. And I guess the follow on from that would be -- and this has been on your radar for a while. Is there any reason other than this is a good time
for you to be investing in Technical Solution why ERICO now and not over the last 10 years and what is really lower.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

They weren't entertaining strategic buyers until they were getting ready for another transition in ownership. And we were there at the right time.
So that's how.

Jon Wright - Nomura Securities Intl - Analyst

Thanks a lot guys.
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Thank you.

Operator

Brian Drab, William Blair.

Brian Drab - William Blair & Company - Analyst

Good morning it might be a little noisy here, I'm in transit, I'll just ask three quick ones and then go on mute. The top line growth of 4%, what was
that on an organic basis? And then could you talk about cash flow, what is the pre-cash flow this business is run rate today, opportunity for taking
working capital out and ultimate run rate for free cash? And then how would you -- how much of the revenues recurring to categorize it as a
consumables or however you would, versus CapEx exposed. Thank you.

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

So, let me get these in the orders, we would look at the core growth this year, so the organic growth excluding the impact of foreign exchange is
around 3%. And it's been anywhere from 3% to 4% over the last several years. Cash flow is very strong, one of the things we love about this business
is its cash flow profile, as a mentioned earlier there's only $6 million in depreciation and you could assume then that capital expenditures within
the business are relatively minimal. They do have between 5 1/2 and 6 times working capital turns today. There might be some opportunity to
prove that. It is a very, very strong cash profile. As far as the impact of their relative sales, I mean we are looking at capital expenditure cycles around
Commercial building that help drive a majority of the revenue. But they do have a strong specified business, but they're usually going to realize
their revenue when things need to be changed or code requires it to be upgraded.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

He went on mute, I think.

Brian Drab - William Blair & Company - Analyst

I went on mute, I was waiting for you to move on. Thank you.

Operator

Christopher Glynn, Oppenheimer.

Christopher Glynn - Oppenheimer & Co. - Analyst

So Pentair's had a long history of taking the portfolio in different directions, papering tools at different points in time and now some big moves
the last couple of years into flow and here into electrical. Should we - - how should we orient our thoughts around what the goals are in terms of
end markets and make up.
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Sure. The common focus, at least in my 15 years, has been to build the Company in areas where we felt organic growth was positive; 1.5 to 2 times
GDP. And ones where we can control our own destiny terms of raising profitability. Those two things have informed every strategic move the Board
and Management have made.

Early, we exited paper actually before I was with the Company, we exited power tools and built water primarily and water and flow if you will and
technical products and Technical Solutions. More focused on water. The opportunity to continue to add to that flow space and we were about,
what $300 million in Valves before we bought -- we merged with Tyco Flow Control. And I mentioned that ERICO was on the road map of Technical
Solutions for a long time, so was Thermal Management. It was a nice [approximate set of] products with that nice growth potential, with that ability
to control our own destiny. So the attraction of Valves and Thermal led us to being able to do the deal with Tyco.

And so it's our, every one of these moves has been to move to a more attractive portfolio of businesses that can create long-term shareholder
value. So that's our basic strategic philosophy. That hasn't changed. That's why we want to build Technical Solutions. We fit and industry downdraft
in Energy. How long that lasts is anyone's, different people have different views, we demonstrated the Valves & Controls can be a better business
already and we are going through right now getting that momentum back towards building it.

So I think as we came to four segments, the four reporting segments that we have; Technical Solutions, Flow Filtration, Water Quality Systems and
Valves & Controls, all four of them are platforms that over time can be bigger and more profitable and create shareholder value. And so the priority
is going to be different at different times, right now our focus is on righting the ship Valves & Controls, I expect we will do that fairly quickly. And
so I guess that's the way I'd like you to think about it, it's the way we think about it. It's the way we thought about ERICO, it's the way we think about
the other things. Our focus lately, because of the issues in Valves & Controls has been on building those funnels, as I said in our Water Quality
Systems which is very high-performing and Technical Solutions which is also very high-performing.

Christopher Glynn - Oppenheimer & Co. - Analyst

And electrical in general is less cyclical so that helps. And then just to cap off the -- you mentioned the cultural fit quite a bit, what about their
culture kind of enhances Pentair?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

They are very customer intimate which is actually more customer intimate than I think with they're -- we have an admission to be as customer
intimate as they are. And I think it's going to help our growth profile in Technical Solutions in general, so that's why we don't have any, we don't
have any synergies assumed in the sales area. We spent a lot of time with their top management. And the language is similar, they were very excited
about our purpose and our win right values, they have not necessarily the exact same words, but certainly the same ambitions. They've come
together over time, similar to how Pentair has. So I think we have a clear road map culturally to how to come together and honor what they are
and then bring what the rest of Pentair can bring too. I think that was very important to the management who owned the company. To find that
right fit.

Christopher Glynn - Oppenheimer & Co. - Analyst

Thank you Randy.

Operator

(Operator Instructions)

Joe Giordano, Cowen
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Joe Giordano - Cowen and Company - Analyst

You've answered most of them already, maybe you could touch on the competitive landscape of their markets right now? Like how big a player
are they, is there room for further rollup, or is that something that you would be potentially interested in?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

They've done some acquisitions, but they've done a lot of their growth through innovation because their intimacy with the end market customers.
They compete on the margin with a number of other companies, Hubble, ABB now, formally TMB, but they focus on specification and value pricing
and so that's why I said their sales are sticky. They are the, people have heard of CAD welding, that is ERICO.

There's some applications that are almost Kleenex like in the space that ERICO had built. And we really want to accelerate that and support continuing
of that kind of innovation. But if there are other pieces around there, it's much like how we first started with, Hoffman made boxes and we said no,
Hoffman actually protects sensitive electronics and provides value that way and that let us to build out the line of Hoffman so the circle can get
bigger. There's a few things out there, but as someone else pointed out there are some big consolidators too so -- that are still bigger than us.

Joe Giordano - Cowen and Company - Analyst

And then roughly for me, so we should just think about this purely is kind of a plug-and-play acquisition, key management coming over, sales force
coming over and any incremental from Pentair sales? Starting to sell this would be purely incremental to anything you said today?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Yes. We didn't want to count on it because we want our teams to be, right now it's been a management to management discussion, we need some
salespeople to salespeople discussions and take a look at what opportunities there are. We spent a lot of time making sure there weren't going to
be dis-synergies on the sales side, and we're confident of that. But this really is, as we said, a bolt-on. It's probably a larger bolt-on than a lot of
people thought we would do, but it really is as you can see, it really animates how our capital structure works. And how it gives us advantage to
build the Company. And we're pleased to have that opportunity to do that.

Joe Giordano - Cowen and Company - Analyst

Maybe if I could sneak one last, when you talked to your lending group and you mentioned the suspension the buyback, how are those discussions
about flexibility taking -- how have they progressed and when do you think that another --something else potentially could come onto the agenda?
Like how far down do you think you need to go in terms of the leverage before you can start thinking about that?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Well, I'll let John get into the specifics of the financial discussions, but basically we're not going to leave the field, we're going to stay in touch and
then pulse with things that are going on. We believe we are, we have a number of attractive segments that we can build. And so we'll keep our ear
to the ground. John?

John Stauch - Pentair plc - CFO

Yes. I would just say that, clearly we will tip out at a debt to EBITDA ratio that's a little higher than we'd like on a temporary basis and we'll be very
committed to utilizing the strong cash flow that we expect to generate to pay that down as quickly as possible. And when we prove that out, if
yields should become available in 2016, obviously we go back to the rating agencies, we discuss those deals on a one-off basis and we would feel
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comfortable that we could maintain investment grade rating and still continue to stay acquisitive in the right spaces. I mean, obviously equity can
make sense as well, depending on what our equity looks like versus what the targets equity looks like it. And some might want to benefit from
some of those synergies in our stock as well. So I think we're going to stay active, as Randy said, but at the same time we're going to absorb this
one and get this one paid down as quickly as possible. And make this a home run acquisition.

Joe Giordano - Cowen and Company - Analyst

Thanks guys.

Operator

There are no further questions at this time, I'll turn the call back over to our presenters.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Well, thank you all for your attention on a mid-August day. I know everyone has a lot of different plans this time of year, and as I said we're excited
about this acquisition. It fits strategically and it's a financial home run. We look forward to closing the deal and showing that to you. So thanks all,
and is there going to be a reply? Is the replay available? Operator?

Operator

This call has been recorded.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Okay. Thank you very much. Goodbye.

Operator

This concludes today's conference call. You may now disconnect.
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